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TREK BALANCE KNEE SOCK
Comfort and thermoregulation throughout the ascent, without losing a millime-
ter of precision: Trek Balance Knee Socks are the winning choice for trekking 
enthusiasts looking for a reliable, comfortable sock. Thanks to the Nano Glide® 
treatment and zoned paneling, elastic and reinforcement, unwanted friction and 
sock movement is eliminated: 100% BLISTER-FREE! Thermo regulation and in-
sulation are provided by a Thermocool® Merino wool fiber mix, to ensure lasting 
comfort and a natural feel on the skin.

COMFORT CUFF: 
The sock stays in posi-
tion without impeding 
blood circulation.

IDEAL MATERIALS FOR ALPINE COMFORT 100% BLISTER-FREE

COMFORT

To reduce to the minimum friction betwe-
en skin and fabric we use a special treat-
ment with PTFE, a material which has the 
second lowest coefficient of friction of all 
the solid materials known to man. Excep-
tional. And it is also extremely hydropho-
bic, so sweat is immediately wicked away 
by the sock.

ISOLAMENTO TERMICO

Nature gives us an excellent thermal re-
gulator: Merino wool. Dry feet which bre-
athe thanks to this natural fiber, which is 
even capable of absorbing odors and has 
self-cleaning properties.

CLIMATE CONTROL

Combining the warm touch of cotton with 
indispensable rapid drying: Drirelease® 
Cotton dries four times faster than nor-
mal cotton thanks to the FreshGuard tre-
atment, keeping the garment odor free.

Durable and abrasion resistant: this 
polyamide fiber boasts excellent mecha-
nical properties combined with an extre-
mely light weight. Perfect for preventing 
holes and abrasion in the most critical 
points in socks.

PADDED 
TIBIA:
Protects against friction 
from high-cuffed boots.

FOOT BOTTOM WITH 
THERMOCOOL® AND 
POLYPROPYLENE
Shock absorption and 
comfort to give relief to 
feet.

VENTILATED SEAMLESS 
INSERTS:
feet stay fresh even 
under intense use.

NANO GLIDE® 
TREATMENT
State-of-the-art techno-
logy to reduce friction 
and facilitate wicking

THERMOCOOL® MERINO 
WOOL MIX:
Thermal regulation and 
a natural feel on the 
skin.
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IDEAL MATERIALS FOR ALPINE COMFORT 100% BLISTER-FREE

COMFORT

To reduce to the minimum friction betwe-
en skin and fabric we use a special treat-
ment with PTFE, a material which has the 
second lowest coefficient of friction of all 
the solid materials known to man. Excep-
tional. And it is also extremely hydropho-
bic, so sweat is immediately wicked away 
by the sock.

ISOLAMENTO TERMICO

Nature gives us an excellent thermal re-
gulator: Merino wool. Dry feet which bre-
athe thanks to this natural fiber, which is 
even capable of absorbing odors and has 
self-cleaning properties.

Dry and warm: this combination of soft 
yarn in ultra-thin polyester fiber and Me-
rino wool guarantees exceptional ther-
mal insulation and rapidly wicks away 
moisture from the skin, whilst at the same 
time trapping in warmth and ensuring 
feet can breathe correctly, even in the 
coldest conditions.

Thermocool® optimizes the natural ther-
mal regulation capabilities of the human 
body, thanks to a fiber cross-section whi-
ch creates channels capable of enhan-
cing the evaporation of moisture and 
providing insulation at the same time.

CLIMATE CONTROL

Combining the warm touch of cotton with 
indispensable rapid drying: Drirelease® 
Cotton dries four times faster than nor-
mal cotton thanks to the FreshGuard tre-
atment, keeping the garment odor free.

Warmer than wool: Drirelease® Wool is 
designed to provide excellent thermal 
insulation, reducing at the same time the 
sensation of clamminess on the skin. In 
addition, it does not irritate the skin and 
thanks to the FreshGuard treatment the 
garment stays odor free.

Feet stay dry and healthy thanks to this 
fiber designed to ensure rapid wicking 
of moisture away from the skin and limit 
heat loss thanks to the use of polypropy-
lene fibers.

Durable and abrasion resistant: this 
polyamide fiber boasts excellent mecha-
nical properties combined with an extre-
mely light weight. Perfect for preventing 
holes and abrasion in the most critical 
points in socks.


